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Abstract
The recent technological and scientific development in the field of forensic biology is certainly
stamping a huge impact in capturing and convicting the criminals without any doubt. This review
enlists forthcoming emerging technologies in forensic biology which would become inevitable and
routine tasks in laboratories for solving extremely challenging and critical cases. These include touch
DNA profiling, forensic phenotyping, 3D facial reconstruction and morphometrics, microbial
forensics, virtual autopsy, DNA methylation and next-generation sequencing methods which would
prove boon sooner or later for the crime investigators in finding missing persons, nabbing
murderers and sexual assaulters and solving an array of cold cases.
Key words: Next generation forensic biology, Touch DNA, Forensic phenotyping, Morphometrics, Microbial
forensics, Virtopsy, DNA methylation

Introduction
The forensic science today has been expanded
with numerous innovative technological advances
and molecular discoveries. Following refinement and
rigorous testing, many methods/technologies have
been adopted by forensic laboratories, including
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [1, 2], capillary
electrophoretic instrumentation (Genetic Analyzers)
[3, 4], automated liquid handling (Microfluidic
devices) [5-7], and expert software systems [8-11].
Introduction of robust validation processes has a long
term impact to test evidentiary samples to be
presented to the court of law. For example, the
credibility of DNA has resulted in DNA becoming the
gold standard for forensics and the most effective
crime fighting tool available to law enforcement [12].
The progression from Sanger-type sequencing
(STS)
using
dideoxynucleotide
triphosphates
(ddNTPs) to next generation sequencing (NGS) has
further made an impact in the field of forensic science,
other than in human health areas such as regenerative
or personalized medicine [13, 14]. Today, sequencing
of mitochondrial (mtDNA) is already a validated,
widely accepted and utilized tool which is helping to

resolve many complex cases [15, 16]. Advances in
forensic biology, through the introduction of next
generation systems in photographical, biological,
serological and genetic analyses, are the only ways
through which more direct, indirect, corroborative or
additive evidences can be collected to be presented in
the court of law. The forensic laboratories are
expected to migrate in near future from today’s
current methods to more advanced and efficient
technological platforms (Figure 1). In addition,
forensic facilities that offer specialized testing for
missing persons and mass disaster victim
identification will gain great capabilities leveraging
these next generation testing systems. Here is the list
of advancing technologies that proffer to solve many
inapprehensible, recalcitrant and critical cases
without any doubt.

Beyond fingerprint Analysis
The fingerprints/footprints primarily consist of
organic/inorganic materials [17] or sometimes fats
secreted from the skin which could reveal a horde of
information about the persons who left them. In many
instances, some skin cells could be dislodged on the
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object while being handled as such or touched with
any part of the body. In the future, fingerprints’ DNA
(touch DNA) from these leftover skin cells on various
surfaces can be analyzed through atomic force
microscope [18]or even can be collected through
optical tweezers equipped with SteREO Lumar.V12
stereomicroscope and UV unit [19], followed by
amplification either through AmpFlSTR® NGM™
Amplification Kit (Applied Biosystems) [20] or
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ploning through φ-29 polymerase [21]. These
technologies which helps to fish out touch DNA are
therefore potentially promising to identify the traces
biological evidence and could be used to develop of
genetic profiles from incomprehensible/single cell
human samples (theoretically as well as practically).
This will allow the crime investigators to identify and
correctly nab the culprit in the court of law.

Figure 1. The Next Generation Technologies/Methods in Forensic Biology. A. Morphometric analysis of skull and photographs using next generation 3-D
facial reconstruction software using sophisticated laptops. B. Prediction of the color of skin, hair as well iris by sequencing/identifying the genes that actually code for
the particular trait/color. C. Study of microbes from human body especially from pubic hair after sexual assault which establishes the exchange of microbial flora in
between them. D. Virtual autopsy (Virtopsy®) is a non-invasive method to collect the images of the body through µCT and µMRI to be used in future when may be
further required in medico-legal procedures. E. Touch DNA is trace amount of foreign DNA recovered from the person’s body during the course of hard press,
strangling or kiss from another person. F. DNA methylation analysis is a new method being developed to predict the age of persons, discern monozygotic twins as well
as identify various biological fluids recovered from scene of crime. G. Next generation serology involves the use of mass spectrometry especially tandem MS (protein
sequencing) which will reveal the origin of the source (Human vs. Animal) through matching the obtained sequence with the non-redundant protein databases, such
as UNIPROT. H. Microfluidic chips (for purification, amplification and capillary electrophoresis of DNA) have been developed which are so handy and time efficient
that DNA profile of the source of biological exhibit can be established at the scene of crime within a day.
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From Genotyping to Forensic Phenotyping
Human phenotype such as hair color, iris color
and skin color can be predicted with the type of single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) harbored by coding
(SLC45A2, SLC24A5, and MC1R)) as well as some
non-coding (HERC2 and ASIP) genes in the human
genome [22]. Alleles of other pigmentation genes such
as TYRP1, DCT and many more have been statistically
associated with human iris pigmentation or other
human pigmentation. These SNPs data have been
translated by a biotech company (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) to develop a forensic phenoytyping system
called HIrisPlex which employs 24 DNA variants that
helps to predict eye and hair color along with six
genetic markers which helps to predict blonde hair
69.5 percent of the time, brown hair 78.5 percent of the
time, red hair 80 percent of the time, and black hair
87.5 percent of the time [23-25]. This system is based
on single base extension of primers using a fluorescently
labelled ddNTP terminator ( SNaPshotTM chemistry) in
developing polymorphic SNPs profiles of individuals
using Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA ) [25]. After inclusion of human skin color
variant alleles (SNPs), this phenotyping system is
palpably going to become an important instrument
for routine investigation of questioned human color in
the near future of forensics.

Facial Recognition Software and
Morphometrics
Automated facial recognition software can be
used to identify a victim in disaster or match an
accused to a police database [26, 27]. If a photo
database of good quality exists such as Interstate
Photo System (IPS) possessed by FBI’s Next
Generation Identification System (NIS) in a utopian
police system, then by using a sophisticated laptop
one can search a victim/suspect with facial
recognition software among millions, barring the
stipulation that people face do not change much over
time. These softwares are typically used in security
systems (biometrics) and can be had from various
sources such as
• http://www.bioenabletech.com/tag/free-face-r
ecognition-software/
• https://www.facefirst.com/
• https://facedetection.com/software/
These companies have developed software that
recognizes 3D picture of a person’s face” using 3D
sensors that identifies distinctive features such as
globular cranial vault, mandible bone shape, eye
sockets and nasal bone. The software’s users can also
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modify a 3D modelled person’s attitude or position!
For smartphones, the algorithms must be scaled
down, which makes them less effective, but in future
with more sophistication of mobile phones it may
become a handy tool for police officers/forensic
scientists to recognize the accused/victim from a
crowd [28]. A recent report has analyzed whole
genomic sequencing data from different ethnic
community around the world (#1061) which is able to
identify people according to their physical traits and
demography [29]. Morphometrics (the measurement of
body shapes) may be used to identify the skeletal
remains of missing children, something which is
extremely challenging for current forensic experts.
Currently, the most commonly used form of
morphometric methods are Generalized Procrustes
method (GPA), Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis
(EDMA), Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and
3D imaging methods (µMRI and µCT) [30]. One of the
major aspect of morphometrics is allometric
measurements which compares size of the body parts
in relation to the size of the organism [31]. Allometry
is also a prominent feature of contour variation for
multifarious morphological traits such as craniofacial
shape [30].

Microbial Forensics
The most recent report on the ratio of
microbiome (largely the bacteria present in our body)
to the number of cells in human body is roughly 4:3,
of the same order (x1013), and the microbes
approximately weighs as 0.2 kg in a typical 70 kg
human body [32]. Microbial forensics is a recent
discipline in the field of law which employs
microbiological methods for analysis of evidence in
assorted forms of crimes which includes bioterrorism,
hoaxes, accidental release of biological agent/toxin or
even rape cases [33-35]. The vast microbial
communities (bacteria, yeast and viruses) remain
same except after sex. Therefore in future, the pubic
hair recovered from sexual assault suspects if do not
contain the roots, then the metagenomic analysis of
microbes in the hair may become a substitute of
evidence [36]. The microbes and hence the microbial
DNA differs in males and females and therefore after
sex, the microbes in both the male and the female
appear to swap, indicating that a sexual act occurred
between a particular man and woman. The microbial
forensics has been broadened by metagenomic
analysis of the microbes from the surroundings also
such
as
from
soil
[37]
in
case
of
bioterroism/murderous crimes, which may also help
in collecting and corroborating evidences to correlate
with the incident.
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Virtual Autopsy (Virtopsy)
Now the human dead body can be preserved
virtually for an infinite time which can help a
medico-legal doctor/scientist to examine the body by
conducting virtual autopsies even in its absence when
for religious, personal, or other reasons, spouses or
families sometimes do not want their murdered loved
one’s remains to be autopsied [38]. Invented and
trademarked by Prof. Richard Dirnhofer, the virtopsy
are noninvasive, damaging neither the body nor
forensic evidence [39, 40]. Virtopsy employs
post-mortem computed tomography (PMCT), and is
best for gas embolism, pneumothorax pulmonary
emphysema and the relationship between the internal
path of the instrument of aggression and the entry
wound. It is quite expensive, but the cost is expected
to decrease in coming near future as virtual autopsies
will become rampant in forensics especially in
medico-legal arena.

DNA methylation
The field of epigenetics has recently made a
landmark entry in the field of forensic sciences for the
identification and analysis of forensic samples which
otherwise contain exactly the same DNA sequences
[64].
DNA
methylation
particularly
5mC
(5-methylcytosine) methylation at the CpG sites, the
major epigenetic and chemical change in the DNA
[41] which without altering the DNA sequence leads
to phenotypic variation among the various tissues,
monozygotic twins or among humans has provided a
new vista to distinguish cell types or tissues [42, 43],
monozygotic twins [44-46], age of humans [47-49],
human bio-geographic types [44, 50] or even can be
used to predict certain criminal behaviors [51-53]. This
15-dalton mark of methylation in the bases of DNA
sequence can help to solve an array of critical cases in
forensic biology which when stands gloomy with
current polymorphic STR technology. With the
advances of next-generation sequencing techniques,
blooming of DNA methylation datasets and together
with standard epigenetic protocols, the prospect of
investigating and solving these critical issues in
forensic science is highly promising in the court of
law.

Next-generation Serology
In very near future, mass spectrometry is going
to be a direct method of measuring the source of
origin of the biological forensic samples using
proteomic analysis (mass spectroscopy, Electrospray
Ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS and Tandem
MS) [54]. It implies that visual examination of origin
of species through precipitin test (Paul Uhlenhuth Test)
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[55] would be more assertively examined by
proteomic analysis of characteristic markers present
in bodily fluid or tissues (hard or soft) viz.
hemoglobin (blood), α-amylase 1 (Saliva), cornulin,
cornifin, and/or
involucrin (vaginal fluid),
semenogelin,
prostate-specific
antigen,
acid
phosphatase (semen), Uromodulin (urine), plunc
protein (nasal secretions), and immunoglobulins
without hemoglobin, stercobilin (faeces). The
sequence of protein derived from tandem MS
(MS-MS) would help to identify human as well as
non-human tissues/secretions that could be easily
searched in freely available non-redundant database
of protein such as UNIPROT [56].

Conclusive Remarks and Future
Prospective
For forensically questioned samples, unswerving
tests and time efficient results can be only expected
from laboratories when it is immediately processed
using standard protocols and advanced sophisticated
instruments. Therefore it presumably summons to call
the modernized laboratory very close to the crime
scene. The so called portable forensic labs which may
require handheld electronic sniffers and microfluidic
devices in the toxicology or DNA labs respectively,
may allow scientists to conduct the experiment at the
very crime scene and present instant results to the
relevant court of law. The DNA technologies
combined with next-generation sequencing methods
will certainly save the time and deliver accuracy in
analyzing genomic data obtained from tissues [13, 57].
One of the advancement could include the use of
Raman spectroscopy to determine whether a
suspicious powder is explosive, eliminating the need
to use bleach to destroy such substances along with
potential evidence [58]. Other advancement could
include use of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy to identify drugs such as cocaine in
short span of time which could replace several heavy
equipments that require various gases, liquids, and
solids [59]. The use of handheld 3-D laser scanners
[60, 61]and Near-infrared (Near IR) light scanners [62]
can also help scientist/police to identify a potential
suspect during an investigation. The microfluidic
chips on the other hand allow scientists to reduce
contamination and build DNA profile at the scene of
crime [5-7, 63]. Portable forensics labs could also be
equipped with devices capable of transmitting data
obtained through the use of next generation facial
recognition software and fingerprint scans to
government databases for comparison with stored
files of such information. The need of the time is to
adopt/upgrade the forensic labs with these advanced
http://www.jbiomed.com
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feasible technologies which could help to nab the
perpetrators and bring justice to the innocents by
analyzing the obscure samples which otherwise
cannot be processed by regular instruments. This will
certainly help to reduce the rate of crime in future.
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